FAIR STATIC EXHIBIT CHECKLIST 2008

ART (Original & Non-Original)
- Exhibit tag
- 4-H Art Exhibit Explanation Card attached
- Each item marked with name, county & class number
- Hangars if appropriate (use plastic if possible)

CAST CERAMICS
- Exhibit tag
- 4-H Cast Ceramics Exhibit Explanation card attached
- Each item marked with name, county & class number

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
- Exhibit tag
- 4-H Child Development Exhibit Explanation card attached
- Each item marked with name, county and class number

CLOTHING
- 4-H Sewing/Clothing Exhibit Card securely pinned to exhibit
- Each item labeled with name, county and class number. This label should be typed or printed in indelible pencil or ink on a piece of white fabric and sewn or fused onto the bottom inside of each piece. (labels also available from office)
- To secure on hangar use clothes pins not safety pins

CROCHETING
- Exhibit tag
- 4-H Crocheting Explanation card securely attached
- Each garment or article must be marked with name, county and project phase. This label should be typed or printed in indelible pencil or ink on a piece of white fabric and sewn on.

EDUCATIONAL DISPLAY or SHOWCASE EXHIBITS
- Exhibit tag
- Explanation card must be attached (see fairbook for details)
- Each item marked with name, county, & class number
- If additional items beyond a poster are included, all items must be marked and include a diagram/picture of how the display should be set-up
- If club display – should have all names of individuals who participated

ENGINEERING (Computer, Tractor, Electric Energy, Woodworking)
- Exhibit tag
- Explanation attached if requested (see fairbook)
- Item(s) labeled with name, county & class number

FIBER ARTS
- Exhibit tag
- 4-H Fiber Arts Exhibit Explanation card attached
- Each item marked with name, county and class number

FOODS
- Exhibit tag
- 4-H Foods Exhibit Recipe Card attached to food products
- Displayed on disposable plate & covered with plastic or in a plastic see thru bag
- Each item marked with name, county & class number
FOOD PRESERVATION

- Exhibit tag
- Canned food labels on top or side of jar (not bottom)
- Include jar rings
- Each item marked with name, county & class number
- Menus if required should be attached to jar (use rubber band around jar with card secured underneath)
- Dried foods should be exhibited in jars or sturdy plastic bags with labels securely attached.

HOME ENVIRONMENT

- Exhibit tag
- Each exhibit piece labeled with name, county & class number
- Attach 4-H Home Environment Exhibit Explanation card to any class with "attach card" listed

KNITTING

- Exhibit tag
- 4-H Knitting Explanation card securely attached
- Each garment or article must be marked with name, county and project phase. This label should be typed or printed in indelible pencil or ink on a piece of white fabric and sewn on.

LEATHERCRAFT

- Exhibit tag
- 4-H Leathercraft Exhibit Explanation card attached
- Each item marked with name, county & class number

NATURAL SCIENCES (Conservation, Entomology, Forestry, Geology, Marine Science, Outdoor Science)

- Exhibit tag
- Each exhibit labeled with name, county & class number
- Explanation card if requested

OUTDOOR COOKERY

- Exhibit tag
- Each exhibit piece labeled with name, county & class number

PHOTOGRAPHY

- Exhibit tag
- 4-H Photography Exhibit card attached
- Each item marked with name, county & class number
- Use plastic hangars available at check in

PLANT SCIENCE (Flowers, Vegetables, Herbs)

- Exhibit tag
- Each exhibit labeled with name, county & class number on bottom of container or exhibit
- Provide your own containers for exhibits
- Herbs need explanation card attached. (see fairbook)

SPORTS FISHING & AQUATIC ECOLOGY (Fishing Poles, Flies, Common Knots, Aquatic Fauna, Fish Prints, Display)

- Exhibit tag
- Each exhibit labeled with name, county & class number
- 4-H Sports Fishing and Aquatic Ecology Explanation Card if requested (see fairbook).

WOOL

- One fleece in a class
- Display in clear plastic bag w/ Exhibitor name & county written with marker on lower half of bag
- 4-H Wool Show Tag w/ breed and class number attached to fleece so it can be seen